
Aiming for Excellence 
 Briefing Paper for Parents on 2015-16 (Part 1) 

 
Headteacher’s introduction  
 
In this first of 2 Aiming for Excellence briefing papers to parents and carers I would like to take 
the opportunity to outline some of the exciting changes we are aiming to introduce in the next 
academic year. I want to give parents and carers a clear understanding of how we are creating 
the conditions for learning to flourish and standards to rise. Part 1 looks at changes to the 
campus, catering and behaviour and safety.  
 
A. The campus 
 
We have an ambitious plan to transform the campus over the next 12 months, with three key 
aims in mind: 
 
1. Inspire students in their learning 
2. Improve campus security to create a safe and secure environment 
3. Create clearer access arrangements 
 
3G Artificial Grass Pitch 
 
This project will be completed in August and ready for student use from the start of the 
Autumn term. Funded mainly by the Football Foundation and costing £750,000, it will provide 
one of the best sports facilities in the region. It will allow the PE department to widen the 
curriculum we offer, allow year-wide usage (rain / ice proof and floodlighting allows evening 
use in winter for training or fixtures) and provide much needed playing area for lunchtime use. 
In addition, the facility is available for community hire and will improve youth development for 
clubs in the area.  
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New Arts Centre 
 
An impressive new Arts centre will be built (subject to planning approval) between January and 
August 2016, providing new art, drama and media teaching facilities. The project will include 
the demolition of the four temporary classrooms, which are no longer fit for use. This is one of 
the largest projects that the local authority is funding, costing in the region of £2million. It will 
benefit students by providing better teaching facilities. For example, the drama studios will 
provide more space, improved technical equipment and more opportunity for small-scale 
performances.  
 

  
Security fencing and visitor access 
 
Our campus is very open at present. With members of the public free to access the LED Leisure 
Centre and Flamingo Pool, we rely on staff supervision and signage to ensure that students are 
safe at all times. And while we have never had any problems with members of public accessing 
facilities on campus, it is an uncomfortable arrangement.  
 
That’s why over the summer holidays a new security fence is going to be installed that 
partitions the students and member of the public from the bus park down to the Leisure 
Centre. On the diagram below you can see the exact layout of the new fencing system (see 
purple line). There will be wide gates that will allow student access before and after school 
(and free movement for sixth formers and staff).  
 
The style of fencing ties in with the nearby AGP and is designed to provide an enhanced level 
of security. An example of this can be seen below right.   
 
I have explained these changes to students through a series of assemblies because I would like 
them to fully understand how the new system will work and reassure the positive impact this 
will have on the campus. To their credit they have been highly supportive.  
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Improvements to Science and Music blocks 
 
The final project I would like to share is a major upgrade to both the Science and Music blocks. 
Over the summer holidays, the science block will have new roofing, windows, flooring and 
heating systems installed. The music block will have new windows fitted along the north side 
and new ceiling and flooring internally. This will be fully funded by the local authority as part of 
their school maintenance programme.  
 
Parking and visitor access 
 
From September 2015, visitors will not be able to access reception via the Lyme Street 
entrance (bus park area). Visitors will instead need to access reception from the Chard Street. 
There will be six visitor car park spaces (and two disabled spaces) available so parking should 
not be an issue.  
 
B. Catering 
 
We are planning on introducing cashless catering by January 2016. This will enable parents / 
carers to make online payments for their child’s food at college. We have yet to decide on the 
system: the main choices are between a card system of ones using biometrics (e.g. fingerprint). 
This will benefit students and parents / carers in many ways. Firstly, queue times will be 
reduced meaning students can spend more of their time enjoying their break and lunch. 
Secondly, parents / carers can have greater control over their child’s spending, ensuring that 
‘dinner money’ does not end up being used to purchase sweets from local shops. They will also 
be able to monitor what students eat to ensure they are enjoying a balanced, healthy diet. 
Thirdly, students who are entitled to free school meals will have a fully discreet payment 
method and this removes the stigma that is sometimes felt by some students.  
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The canteen will also have a facelift over the summer holidays with new colour schemes, 
displays and signs being installed. This is being funded through the catering contractor – Devon 
Norse – and will create a fresh, modern look.  
 
C. Behaviour and safety  
 
Core values and rights and responsibilities  
 
We have announced recently that our new core values have been finalised following a 
consultation with students, staff and parents. Our core values are a concise expression of the 
college’s ethos. Please see the matrix below.  
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Updated rights and responsibilities have been developed, partly to reflect the new core values. 
The rights are summarised on the left hand side and the responsibilities on the right hand side. 
The important message here for students is that everyone is entitled to rights; but that with 
rights come responsibilities that we have to honour.  
 
From September 2015, the core values and rights and responsibilities will be displayed in A2 
posters in every classroom. They will be at the heart of our new Behaviour Policy. Evidence 
shows that having a value-led approach to behaviour is more effective than sanction-led.  
 
A new Behaviour Policy is being finalised which will take account of the new values and rights. 
It will also detail changes to rewards and sanctions that we are looking to introduce. This will 
be covered in Part 2 of the briefing paper.  
 
Quiet Zones 
 
From September we are designating the quad and indoor spaces as ‘quiet zones’. This means 
that students will be expected to move calmly and quietly indoors at all times. This may seem 
an odd rule to introduce but it makes sense in the context of our site, which is characterised by 
lots of small-to-medium buildings with limited covered areas. Students are either outdoors or 
in corridors and classrooms. It is not uncommon for students to enter buildings using the same 
voice levels as they did outside; once indoors, ceilings and walls only amplify the noise. This 
does not create the calm, purposeful learning environment we want to achieve. By creating 
quiet zones we hope to change student behaviours and ensure that lessons get off to a calm, 
purposeful start.  
 
Wellbeing information boards 
 
Three large notice boards providing information on student wellbeing will be installed in the 
main block, C block and the quad. They will contain helpful information to students on how to 
lead healthy lives and what to do if they encounter problems with topics like eating, friendship, 
online safety, bullying and mental health. This information will be replicated in smaller displays 
in every toilet across the site.  
 
Aiming for excellence briefing paper – part 2 will be published in early September and will 
provide details of the new Behaviour Policy, Feedback for Learning Policy, Character Education, 
emotional wellbeing and able learners strategy.  
 
Martin Smith, Headteacher  
14th July 2015.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


